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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
FOR

THE LOS ALAMOS FOIL-IMPLOSION PROJECT

by
J. Brownell, R. Bowers, A. Greene, I. I.dndemmth,

C. Nickel, T. Oliph6nt, D. Weiss

Lon Alamos National laboratory
La Alamo.a, F&w Mexico, U.S.A.

ABSTFUCT

The Koal of the LOEI Alamos imploding foil project 1s the development

of an intense source of aioft x rays and hot plasma produced from the therm-

alization of 1-10 MJ of plasma kinetic ●nergy. The source will be used for

material ~tudies and fusion ●xperiments. Specifically, thin, current-

carryinfl cylindrical metallic plasmas are imploded ‘Iia their Belf-maRnetir

forces. Featur::s of this project arr the u~e of hlRh-exploaive+riven flux-

compression generators ●s the prime power source to achieve very high ener-

gies and faat openin~ owitches to nhorten the electrical pulncs. Tn rench

a lGad kinetic ●nergy of Ifl PUB it is ●xpected that the foil-plasma mutit

carry about 50 PIA of current and mat implode in le~n bhari 1/2 IJROC. 7111R

Impo-ea the requirem~nte that switch opening times must he leas than 1/i

WPC and the crnnemignion line eu~t withstand voltam+n of ahrwt 1 MV. nlu

ayetcm being pursued ● t LA)S Alamon ia demrr!bcd, and modr] calrulaLionP ;Irr

pre~ented.
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I. Introduction

The goal of the Ias A.lames implodinE foil project Is the development

of an inten~e eource of eoft x-raye and hot plasma. With an energy content

of several megajoules and a time duration of tens of nanoseconds this

source will be used for fusion and ❑aterial properties e~periments. To

form the source, large currents are paeaed through thtn cylindrical metal-

lic foils producing a plasma that implodes under the action of its aelf-

magnetic force, Upon stagnation on axis a hot, radiative plasma is pro-

duced. This concept has been investigated at other laboratories

includln~ the Air Force Weapons laboratory 1’2, Maxwell Laboratories, Phys-

ics Internationalk, Snndia National hhoratorys, and the Kurchatov In::tl-

tuteG, uging capacitor banks, BulldinR from mtudiue carried out .loin!ly hs

the tir Force Weapons laboratory and hs Alamo@ Nntionnl Laboratory in

1975, bn Alamon renearchcrs have proposed to uBe explosive generators as

the prime power ~aurcc, converting chrmical ●nergy to el~rtrical enerw.
7
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11. Sy6tem Requirements

To see how the characteristic quantities ~cale, we can use a simpli-

fied dynamical model: F = ❑a, where tile force, F, is due to the mcgnctlc

preaaure. If one assumea a constant current and a convergence ratio Gi 10

for the foil load, the kinetic energy 10 found to be

K.E. : 1/2ALI: , (1)

where If la an avera~e current and AL la the change in inductance of the

foil eyscem during the implosion. For ●xample, for a 2 cm long foil to

reach a kinetic ●nergy of 1 MJ with a convergence ratio of 10 it must carr:~

a current of about 15 MA.

t3snerally speaking, it is desirable to deliver enerm to the load and

have it implode in aB short a time as possible in order to facilitate power

flow and minimize the deleterious effectn of Inetabilitiea and thermal

npreading of the plasma on the ultimate power compree~ion. Such conaid~ra-

tiona have l~d uo to believe tht~t we mat not ●xpoee the load to current

for ❑ ore than .S I,Irn.8

A possible circuit choice 1s shown in Fip. 1 where the ●xplosive

generator ●nd foil are ❑odeled SB time varying inductance~. Uning exintin~

generdtnre it in found that this circuit can dellvcr cnerRy to a load on

microsecond time acaleo. The jmplicatjon is that faster Kentratora mlot b~

developed or we must utilize circuit- whjch shorten the ●lectrical ●nerRy

deliv-ry time. Choicaa inclu~e sn inductive ●turage ci~cuit with a w~ter

line or ● n opening mwitch. Ue are ●xamining the latter ponsiblity,
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111. Inductive Storage Circuit

Key iaaues’ in operating an MCG circuit with an opening switch can be

identified from an analysig of the schematic shown in Fig. 2. ‘he primary

reaaon in going to :uch a circcit la to achieve a rapid rate of current

d12
rise; we note that initially .F : V/LF where V in tte vcltage across the

foil. In addition, it is desired to switch as mch of the ~enerator :ur-

rent into the load as po,sible which requires, firat of all, that R > ~
F

at implosion time. For an openfng switch which has a sufficiently large R

after avitching

L +L
12 : b I

Lg+ LBB+ LT+ LF “

where L la the generator inductance at the time of switching.
ga To maxim-

ize 12, it is clear that ~(and~) ~at be minimized. Inthel~mlt th~t

‘T
= O the voltage across the ~wiLch is the eamc as that across the foil

an4 K.E, = ‘12)~pHk = (V)jeak) ~s~~lmlng tha~ the voltaEe ie approximntcly

conntant during the implosion. Thus, to maximiz,? both the rate of current

rise and the load current, a low Inrpeclancc tranmisaion line and a ~witch

that operutee at high voltage meemr to be needed.

Th~ peak volta~e that can be ●xp~ctecl to appear acro~e the switch cnn

be ●ntimated from the energy that flow~ into the lmpldin~ foil for LT -

(-). ‘1’hie is
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(2)

If the ener~ IB equipartitioned between kinetic and maKnetic, then E is

twice the de~ired foil kinetic energy and

V= 4(KE)
pk <12> timp

where t ~mp is the foil implosion time. For example, if KE = lMJ and t
imp

. 0.5 us, then Vp ~ .5 MV.

IV. Ims Alnmos System

A. ascription

In this section a coaxial ~ystem ie !escribed which is Intended

to minimize circuit inductance and avoid power rlow problems. A aket(sh is

ehotnl in FiR. 3. StartinE from the left a capacitor brink ●stablishes a

oeed current of 0.5 MA in ths Los Alamoe MARK iX helical flenerator, swerp-

ing wave coaxial generntor and etorag~ jnductor. ‘l’he MAhK IX (ni~ilnr to

the MCC described in Ref. 9) with an initial inductance of about fl ~h and a

pul~e time of 145 ps acts to boost the oyetem current to about 10 tlA. l%P

●ntrance to the coaxial generatcr ia cealerl with an lnnulator, ~nd it and

the reot of the syotem is ●vacuated. Upon completion of the MARK IX burn

the coaxial sweeping wave -tartz. Thtr genrrator ha- an initial inductance

of 100 nh, ● pulse time of 100 Bn nnrl io internally umpnetically innulnf-

cd.]o The etoraRe inductance io lesm than 10 nh. Either near the ●nd of
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the coaxial Kenerator pulse or after the end when the ener~ Is stored in

the inductor, the switch section transfera

line into the foil load. me transmission

and hae a gap width of 1.5 - ‘2 cm to avoid

formed by field emissio,~ and absorption of

current through a transmission

line 18 magnetically insulated

slloltinR due to drifting plasma

ultraviolet light produced by

the

itc

the

foil. Note that qhortly after the sweeping wave generator has bepun

run there la no longer an insulator in the system which should simplify

power flow problem.

B. Current Switch

I%ere are a number of requirements that the switch section In

FiF. 4 ❑ust satisfy. First of all, it must carry a large current (peaking

a: several tens of MA) for the duration of the seed capacitor bank di6-

charge plus the burn time of the MARK IX heli~al generator and the conxial

generator for a total time approaching 400 us. Secondly, the switch re-

sistanc~ dur~.n~ the burn time of the generator nust he less than the ;, of
● ●

each penerat.or in order to have u positive I (e.g. the average L of the co-

axial generator is ahout 1 mfl). Most cril’tally we hav~ the requirement

that the switching rime mst be I@en the .5 US. In addition the switch in-

ductance mat be very low, and preferably the nwitch ahoulcl operate in a

v~cuum

A

level,

inu or

and employ no Insulator,

number of candidace~ have been examined. To reach thp megnloule

integral ew~tchem which u~e thr tystem curr~,nt itself to cause open-

commtntion hold promine, TWO exmmple~ that we ●re ●xamining arc

the magnetic gate switch propooed by Steinhvru and Shear-r at the Mcgngnusn

1’ Conf~rPncc+ll and tlw moving planmn nwltrh of ?Urchi @t al. 12 ‘Ilm mnE-
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switch with a 10 - 90% riaetime of 1.5 ps at a current density of .4 MA/cm

and a delay time corresponding to that required by the foil to reach the

current dif3gIIOBtiC. 13

The second claas of switches, the ❑oving fluid ~witchea, seems most

likely to operate in a commutator mode (though if an anomalous resistivity

could be generated in the switch fluid, a breaking action could occur) ex-

citing current in an imploding foil load in a time hlv, where h is the load

foil length and v la the switch foil velocity. ~ansferral of 70% of an

initial current haa been achieved at Ima Alamos with n 10 - 90% risetime of

less than 500 ns at a current density of approximately .5 MA/cm.13 we are

aloo examining plasma gun comnutatorm, and a calculation la given later.

These awitche~ have the potential of being very f41Bt and wo~ld of necessity

have to be ueed kith at leaat one slower switch. Tke movinR foil could he

uaecl, for example, with the more masaive gate switch above which would pass

current for a long period of time. The closing switch would then close,

transferring current to the movin~ foil switch which would accelerate due

to the self~agnetic force. We ●xamine this two-stnge caacade below.
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c. Two Stage Switch and Kinetic Efficiency

Fig. 4 shows a sketch of a aroposed current ewitching section for

the Lx Alamos eyatem and Fig. 5 Uive6 the equivalent circuit for the en-

tire system. To determine the ideal fraction of the available energy that

is converted to load kinetic energy, the kinetic efficiency, we proceed ae

follows. Let the generators burn completely (i.e., until ~ = O. Ihring
g

this time the gate expanda and translates. Ac burn-ut the Rate is assumed

co either open (i.e., R becomes large) or to commutate the current ~n~fi thp

moving fluid switch as the Los Alamoa experiments Indi?ate (the analysis is

the same); Lslno longer Increases and the residual inductance of the gener-

ator is included in
+3”

Conservation of energy and magnetic flux are then

used to determine the system performance.

The energy lost in opening the gate is

(Ls2)1
‘Sw - E,

‘B+(LS1)1+(LS2) 1

where (l.s1)l is the Eate inductance at switching time, (L S2)1 is the com-

mutator inductance at the same time , and El iB the initial circuit energy.

me expression for Esv makes it clear that it is desirable to have

L + (L 1)1 >> (L 2:1.

me commutator moves towards the implodir!g foil and gaina the kinetic

●nergy
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where (Ls2)2 is the commutator Inductance just before communtatlon.

Commutation then occurs and using the definitions (Ls2)3 “~ 2 gn~~) and

LFW;. h fn(~) where x = O is the furthest point of travel of tb~ gate
Ls

switch (see Fig. 4), the following espreus’on is found for the kinetic

enerfy of the imploding foil:

[Ln+(lq) I ] [L#~o]%
(KE)f =

[LB+(LS1) I+(LS2)3+LFO][ LB+(LS1) l+(L1~)3+LFO]
(4)

where $ istheinitial load inductance and$fis the final load
o

inductance. ?bte that (LS2)3 - (LS2)2 +~hkn(~).

Then, give~ the com~tator velocity from the switching time require-

❑ent, ~. (3) gives (Ls2)2 as a function of [LB + (LSI)IJ) EI, and CO~

nutator mas6. Eq. (4) then Rives the kinetic efficiency, q ~ (KE)f/E1.

For the case where (L52)1 - 0 rI 1S maximized at

LOLI
LB+(Ls1)l ‘~ ~

where
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Lo -#hln (+) (ri = initial foil radius),

Li .~hln (+ (rf = final foil radius),

and

B -1+- 1 (m =commutator=mass, v =commutator velocity)
E1/1/2 mvz-l

As long ati E. >> 1/2 MV2, rI is ❑aximum at essentially 4 LoL1.lle efficiency

was found to be rather insensitive to cnanges in the commutator mass and to

be quite hiflh at its peak.

D. !4HD Calculations

We have be~n to

Two cases are plotted in Fig. 6.

calculate the behavior of gate switches and com-

mutators ueing two-dimensional, EulerIan !4HD codes which contain the fol-

lowjng ❑odels:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

6ifiKle-flUid magnetohydrodynamics 1“

external circuit

resistivity-- eolid, liquid vapor, plasma 15

equation of state

material strength16’17’le

1. Magnetic G3te

Figur@ 7 shows a preliminary model of a raKnetic gate designed to

carry the current from the coaxial generator. TWo calculations are dP-

mc!ribed here (Table 1). lhe initial curren. 10 in 30 MA ●nd L(t) - Lo -

10 nh. The ma~netlc preaaure resulting from the ~ x ~ force is balanced by

acrees gradient in the aluminum until the yield atrcngth is reachcci if

joulp he/ItlrlR doea not cause meltin~. ~ring this period the magnetic

field diffuses through the gate , ant ~~rrent flows co the load.
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Model I

lhis Is the ❑ ore ❑assive of the two gates and during the time of the

problem (8 US) the temperature of the Al remains below melt where the re-

si6tivity is well-known. The ❑agnetic pre6sure exceeds the yield 6trenf?th

of the material so the elaatic wave 16 followed by a pla6tic wave and as B
e

varies by only 10.5% acros6 the gate it ❑ ove6 essentially uniformly along

the axis with a speed of approximately 0.075 cm/us. Most of the energy

.
supplied to the gate goes into plastic flow. The gate boundaries and vel-

ocities at 7.7 IJS appear as in Fig. 8 which shows no evidence of breaking.

Model 11

The gate here IS about one-half the thickness of Model I and the notch

thickness ia a smaller fraction of g. The ~elocities are shown in Fis. 9

at selected time6. Initially, the behavior resembles Model I, and rhe gate

flows plastically at the ●lectrodes; the material at the notch move6 mor.

rapidly and by t = 3.34 BS a ring~haped bubble has form~d, but the entire

gate is still in the solid phase. At c - 3.67 ps the back surface of the

gate ha6 melted, and acquires the liquid reglstivltv. However, the re~inns

near the thick part of the gate are above melt. Ue ●xpect the ring-shaped

solid portion of the notch to develop instabilities and breakup before this

point though it 10 not clear if this proceEn will interrup[ the current

path. In fact, the bubble may ●xpand and move dokrnritrrnm forminR a currrnt

conumtator. The calculation haa been stopped at 4.H6 IJn, snd the contu~~f~
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of constant rile are shown in Fig. 10. At this point the bubble zoning is

only marginally capable of resolving the !lHD. We note that the entire bub-

ble has ❑elted and contains a significant amount of vapor. The back one-

zhird of the Rate has alao melted and ia emitting a hot, low density plas-

ma. me reaiatance of the gate is approxf.mately 3.O x 10-2mfi.

2. Comnmtator

A variation on tile moving foil comamtator is the plasma gun

commutat~u which can operate with ●ither a gas fill or a gas puff. 19 Hav-

ing a well-localized current sheath, it is particularly attractive at high

current densities where the moving foil is susceptible to vaporization {1,d

apreadinR. If the snowplow id ●fficient and little ga~ remaina behind the

aheath to cause power flow problems, this option appears viable.

An ●xumple of a two-dimensionn] MHD calculation of a coaxial hydrogen

gas fill plasma commutating currerlt into an Implod?.np foil (also hydrogen-

ic) is given here. ‘Ihe confi~lration of Fig. 5 beyond the closing switch

was used (i.e. ga:e was not Included) with a = 5 cm, b = 7.5 cm, & = 21 cm,

and h = ] cm. . iie lccd foil wan otar:~cl in an expanded state (.5 cm thick)

with its outer radius located at 5 cm. Tht* initial foil density was 2 x

1020 cm- 3 (totnl maao was 10 mg) and the gas fill density was 1.5 x 1016

cm -3 ● l’t,e initial temperature of the gas js 1 eV wh$ic the foil tempera-

ture was ❑aintained at a low value until the plaema began to pass over it.

The cliacharg~ la driven by a plhte generator in a circuit rimilar to FiR. 1

with an Initjal current i.n the first loop of 4.8MA29. Afte’ switch closure

the gener~tor Al, chanRen by 52 nl{ in 6.7 MS.
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Ikn@ity contour~ as the current &heath approaches the end of the anode

are shown in Fig. 118. Chce the sheath passes over the foil, the foil is

left essentially intact with Borne axial motion (ace Fig. Ilb). Fig. ]lc

ehowa the foil about to converge on axis. The ~ for the imploding foil

waa greater than 3 x 10 13 A/eec. l%ia fast, uniform lmplo6ion makeF this

commutator very attractive and our inventiEarion is continuing.

E. Zero-Dimensional &te tidel

As wntioned earlier, our PIHD calculatiora of specific gqte geometries

have not shown a large increaae in resistance. However, these calculations

are ●xtremely time consuming and du nut allow a wide survey of parameter

space to be made. In order to perform such a survey a zero-dimensional

model has been used.

When the ❑etal melts and vaporizes due to ohmic heating, the Eate mat-

erial will undergo a change of reslctance which depends on dimensions, mat-

●rial properties ●nd heating rate. The model ●seumeo that the nwitch bo-

havtor can be described by Ite initinl dimensions, itn time-varyin~ thick-

neae, poalcion ●nd temperature. It is ●csumed that th~ material is homo-

geneous and that the magnetic field varies linearly ●croos 1:. mdela of

specific heats and reaimtivitea aa functionn of rlenoity ●nd temperature arv

used, me circuit used it shown in Fig. 6. ‘IIIe gate (k and %1) ●nd the

commutator (L,2) ● re ●ccaleratad ●ccordinE to ● slug modfl ●nd the clo~-

in~ switch is ●ctivatad ●bove ● threohold voltage. The model ●onumea that

the distance between the central ●nd return coaxi , conductor is -mall
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compared to the radius of the central conductor to ❑inimize two-dimen~ional

effect~. ‘The density, p, is related to ~witch thickness, 6, by p = p.

‘s0/6. Ihe ●volution of the switch internal energy is determined by ohmic

heating, and ita expansion is described by simple expressions based on

whether or not the temperature has exceeded melt, That is,

gmoif T<T
dt ‘ melt

and

Cl&n @’2, if T > ‘melt
dt

where k is a constb.,t. The independent variables of the model are switch

mass nnd thickness; contours oi cn~rgy tran~ferr~d to the load and other

quantities of interest are then ploL.?d in the (15,M) plane. When the

nptimum switch und load parameters are determined, the results of our

simple model computations will be verified by more complete one- and

two+lmenaional tfHD computations. Fig. 12 chows thti rcsult[. of a series of

calculations performed for a fixed load inductance of 5 nH. It

demonstrates that there are certain combinations of (6,M) which can lend to

the transfer of over 8 MJ of encrp, or, ●quivalently, 50 MA of current,

from the Rrncrotnr loop to the lnnrl loop. Most of the (6,M) combinations

arc not of interest h~cquee of th? very large radius required for a conxi.?l

owltch, Shown in FjR, 13 10 the resistance of a nwitch which ha~ an
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equivalent coaxial inner radius of 25 cm. ‘Ibis ~wi’ch melts and under~oes

a resistance Increaae of nearly three ordera of magnitude to 1 ~approxir

ately 10 Da after the peak Uenerator current of 82 MA. A peak d12/dr in

excess of 1013 A/s is achieved and the current rises to nearly 20 MA in

lees than 10 VS; the maximum switch voltage is only 65 kV. Fjgure 13

showa that the reeiatance of the switch decreases rapidly from its maximum

value as the melted nnd vaporized switch expands; a peak switch temperature

of about 1 eV is reached. Our computations predict that such a ~witch will

have moved 30 cm down the coaxial transmission line during time prior to

meltinR.

F. High Explosive Switch Svstems.— .

The system deocrjbed in the prevtous section llsinR onlv lnLI?f!rM]

switches and no internal insulators aeema capable of bein~ extrapolated to

very large enerpiea. TO reach the mt’~ajoule level, oystems ●mployinR fuses

2’ For ●xample, recent-or high-explosive opening ow.ttches are of intereat.

ly @forth and Caird at b~ Alamo@ have ●xperimented with n @witch thnt

seems capable of Increasing its resi~tanc~ by an order of magnjt(lrl~

from an initial value of 5 x l()-”fl a? a current density of .5 tlA/cm a,lrl

22 In ● syntrm the switch would bewith a voltage -tandoff of 30 kV/cm.

collinear with the g~n?ratorn aa in the lant o~ction and have al aoaocint~d

il~ductance of 4 ntl; it would be adjac~nt to a comrrmtntor o~ction identical
(~-.d.. )., w:.*,,,+A ,.. .L,Af Jf’JI.I., -%.i

tn dim~noiona to that in the previous aertion, Th@ ch%~f;tot~fnil ham a

maaa of 170 mB, moves 5 cm, tind reachen a cpucd of 9.? uII:/Bn; Itm ~ drwn

not s~rioua]y d~grade the c~,rrent. n}? nlumlnurn ]oAd which ham ●n inltjml
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radius of 5 cm, a length of 2 cm and a thickness of 5000A imploded in .16

us with a kinetic energy of 2 MJ according to zero-dimensional calcula-

tions; a voltage of only 90 kV appeared acrosa the switch. Without the

commutator, an ●nergy of less than 300 kJ was reached because there was in-

sufficient time for the current to rise before the load imploded,

v. SUMMARY

‘he Los A.lames system concept has been described with emphasis 01 the

switching schemes. To date a large resistance opening switch has not been

devcloperl, but we find that algnificanc amount of energy can be transferred

to an implodinK load at n relatively iow voluage using a two-staE~ flux

trnnsfer eyetem.
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Figure Ca~tions

Fig. 1. ~onventional HC5 circuit (L is the time-varying MCG lnc!uct-

tance, ~ la the ballast in~uctor, ~ is the imploding foil

inductance, 10 is the initial MCC current.

FIR. 2. MCC circuit with opening awltch modeled as R(t). L i~ the

T

transmission line inductance. I 1s the primary branch cur-

s

rent at switching time.

Fig, 3, be Alarnos coaxial sy~tem

FIR. 4, Current switching section of Las Alnmos system.

FIR, 5. Syetem Equivalent Circuit. Lsl la the inductance of tho

Kate switch. %2 i~ the Iductnnce of the commutator. Re-

sistance Gf the comrmtator in asaumed to be negligihlt=,

Fig. 6. Kinetic Efficiency for E. = 50 ?lJ, AL = 9.2 ntl, ‘L. = 4,1 n!?,

LI = 13 nH. Upper Curve: m - ().169 ~m, v = cm/Ds, Lower

Curve: m = 1,69 gm, v = 10 cm/U*,

FIR, 7, Ilagn@tic Gate Hod@l.
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?ig. 8. Velocity vectors of flodel I at t - 7.7 US, ‘fhe maximum

velocity of the gate is 0.74 W. Back eurfpce of gate was

initially at z - 2.52 cm,

Fig. 9. Velocity vectoro of Hodel II. (a) t - 0.58 UB, v - 0.047z
us; (b) t - 3,67 MS, ❑axi~m Vz = 0.137 cm/Uu (in notch);

t = 4.86 ps; maximum v = 0019 clll/ps.

Fig. 10. tintours of conetant rBe’at t - 4.86 Be. At back ourface
rB = 0,45 mcm and A(rB ) - 0.05 llG-cm betw~cn contours.

e 6

Ffg. 11. Plasma commtator deneity contourE.
3.1 us; (c) t = 4..1 Ua.

(a) t = ?.R ps; (b) t =

Fig. 12. tintours of maximum ●nergy cran~ferred to a 5 nH load in a
circuit with Rate switch characterized by (6,H).

FiK. 13. Gtap switch reeintance.
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I

TABLE J

Fbdel f ● b c maRB
(cm)(id (m) (m) (1?)

I 3.22

II 0.126

0.072 0.18 0.85 107.5

0.074 0.138 0.72 59.1

.


